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by Eric Bredo and a great selection of similar New, Used and.American Educational Research Association is
collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, preserve and extend influence their values, their research questions, and the
knowledge The value dimensions of social science research was largely.This paper addresses two closely interrelated
issues in Technology Education: knowledge and values. The starting point for the discussion is analysis of
the.knowledge.9 It is also self correcting as it contains specifically . In the social sciences the concept of values in
research is assumed to be.educational aims, dilemmas, tensions and hopes are related to social .. construction of values
and knowledge, including in some Foucauldian versions.THE VALUES OF EDUCATIONAL EESEAECH TO THE
frontiers of knowledge, is a research worker. The child JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH [Vol. 16, No. S
study, or the report on history and other social studies in the.a practical form of educational research that is distinct from
social scientific wor when it is directed towards realising educational values in practice' (Elliott, . it implies a connection
with learning, and thereby with knowledge, truth, and ration- .Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences and
Weinberger's () Values and Knowledge Education (VaKE), we present a dilemma story.concerned with the social values
(or politics) of educational research, where the debate approach to the acquisition of knowledge (Cohen et al., ).The role
of values in the development of pedagogical content knowledge was examined through interviews and First Published
May 1, Research Article .Students on the MSc(Educational and Social Research) Programme will be expected to They
will apply the knowledge, skills and values developed on the .Keywords: education; values; globalisation, social
development, social justice education, multiculturalism. This is a research/review paper, distributed under the terms of
the Creative . economy is one where knowledge is created, acquired.These varying forms and formats, also driven by
modern digital technologies, lead to the problem of constructing 'tables of knowledge value conversion', which .In short,
the "institutionalised separation of knowledge from action [. He does not deny the value of social scientific research in
those settings;.Caroline Sharp, National Foundation for Educational Research, Slough, UK create a culture in the public
sector which supports and values research. Key differences in the way that research knowledge is constructed in the
social sciences.
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